CAMPING REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Take envelope from box at registration kiosk.
2. Select an unoccupied campsite - without a paper stub on its numbered post. If a post has a stub, that campsite IS OCCUPIED, even if otherwise empty.
3. After selecting an unoccupied site, fill out information on envelope AND the stub.
4. Detach and clip the stub to campsite post.
5. Place exact change, or personal check (made out to NPS) in the envelope. Camping fee is half price for valid senior or disabled federal passes holders. DOES NOT include annual pass.
6. Immediately return to the registration kiosk and place your envelope in the slot of the fee box.

Sorry, no refunds offered for: overpayment, early departure, or unpleasant weather.

To Lodge, Sunset Point, Bryce Point, Rainbow Point, Etc.